Party Game Options:

Mock Election
Make a ballot box
Make some ballots to choose:
  Favorite Drink of the night
  Favorite Historical Figure

How Do You Doo?
Teams compete to get their team to guess the song while only singing the word “DOO”. Need Notecards w/song names. Timer.
Singer stands in front of their team and gets a card w/song. No acting, just singing the word “doo”. If singer doesn’t know the song, he or she can pick another card. The team can keep guessing until the timer rings.
  **Here’s a list of suggested songs:**
  Home on the Range
  Yankee Doodle Dandy
  Born in the USA
  Sunday Bloody Sunday
  What’s Going On?
  Strange Fruit
  Blowin’ In the Wind
  A Change is going to Come
  Get Up, Stand Up
  Give Peace A Chance
  If I had a Hammer
  Same Love
  Sisters Are Doin’ it for Themselves
  Take the Power Back
  This Land Is Your Land
Election Pictionary:
Use a white board or an easel pad and markers
Write election focused terms or phrases on slips of paper and put in a bowl.
Make 2 teams and a person from each chooses a slip of paper then draws (no words) hints to get teammates to guess.

Suggested terms/phrases:
Reach Across the Aisle
Home on the Range
Ultra Conservatives
Voter Suppression
I have a Dream
Sunflower State
Bleeding Kansas
Free State
Ballot box
Candidate
Election Office

Elephant March:
Tennis ball in end of panty hose. Set up 8 cups on floor to create a walkway. To play, the player must put the panty hose on their head and knock over all the cups by swinging their head from side to side.

Pin the Tail on the Donkey
Purchase the game at your local store
Or make your own w/the donkey of your choice!

Get Up, Stand Up-Musical Chairs
Simply musical chairs using protest songs
List of suggested protest songs
Sunday Bloody Sunday – U2
What’s Going On? – Marvin Gaye
Strange Fruit – Billie Holiday
Blowin’ In the Wind – Bob Dylan
Get Up, Stand Up- Bob Marley & The Wailers
If I had a Hammer – Peter, Paul & Mary
Same Love – Macklemore & Ryan Lewis
Sisters Are Doin’ it for Themselves
American Idiot – Green Day
People Get Ready – The Impressions